7 Digital Reading and Listening Picks By and About Women

1. **A Story of Empowerment for Young Women**
   - **Title:** A Pirate's Life for She: Swashbuckling Women Through the Ages
   - **Author:** Laura Sook Duncombe
   - **Publisher and Year:** Independent Publishers Group (Chicago Review Press), 2019

2. **Respect and Understand the Journey of Women Throughout History**
   - **Title:** Why They Marched: Untold Stories of the Women Who Fought for the Right to Vote
   - **Author:** Susan Ware
   - **Publisher and Year:** Harvard University Press, 2019

3. **Strong Audiobook Narration by a Female**
   - **Title:** The Testaments
   - **Author:** Margaret Atwood
   - **Narrator:** Actress Ann Dowd
   - **Publisher and Year:** Penguin Random House, Findaway, 2019

4. **Digital Magazines that Celebrate Diversity**
   - **Title:** Professional Woman's Magazine
   - **Publisher:** DiversityComm, Inc.
   - **Frequency:** Semi-Annual

5. **Join the Girl Power Movement and Fight Climate Change**
   - **Title:** No One Is Too Small to Make a Difference
   - **Author:** Greta Thunberg
   - **Publisher and Year:** Penguin Random House, 2019

6. **Support Female-Powered Publishers**
   - **Name:** The Feminist Press at CUNY
   - **Genre:** Promote freedom of expression and social justice with a foundation in reprinting feminist classics
   - **Featured Title:** I Love Myself When I Am Laughing

7. **Hot Off The Press (Releasing Late March 2020)**
   - **Title:** More Myself: A Journey
   - **Author:** Alicia Keys
   - **Narrators:** Swizz Beats, Oprah Winfrey, Jay-Z, Michelle Obama and more
   - **Publication Year:** 2020
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